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DCX-127

Multifunction Module



Description

Introduction

The DCX-127 Multifunction Module contains an autoranging 4-1/2

digit dc voltmeter-ohmmeter, two 20-bit programmable dc voltage

sources, 21 bits of digital I/O, and three 8-bit programmable auxiliary

output ports for device control or status indicators. Typical applications

include A/D and D/A converter testing, VCA gain control linearity, VCA

distortion, amplifier dc offset and power supply checks, power amplifier

load switching control, loudspeaker voice coil resistance

measurements, temperature measurements, and test fixture control.

The DCX-127 also provides pulses and dc levels whose timing

depend upon key software actions such as end of sweep, analyzer

channel selection, or data settling. These may be used for

synchronization and sequencing of external devices or portions of the

test system such as the triggered sine burst generator.

The DCX-127 functions include:

� DC voltage and resistance measurement from 200 mV to 500 V

and 200 ��������� full scale, fully floating and guarded for

accurate measurements in the presence of large common mode

voltages. Readings can be offset and scaled by the software.



� Resistance measurements using either 4-wire or 2-wire

techniques.

� Two independently programmable bipolar floating DC voltage

outputs, each with a ±10.5 V range, 20 �V resolution and

monotonicity to 40 �V (19 bits). The software can sweep either

dc source.

� Digital input of static or low-speed parallel input, word width up

to 21 bits.

� Digital output of a parallel digital word of 21 bits.

� A simplified 8-bit program control interface that can be defined

to execute any pre-defined keystroke sequence. This can be used

to run different software procedures based upon switch closures.

All the DCX-127 output functions are controlled from APWIN

software, and all of the inputs are displayed in APWIN software and

may be displayed as bargraphs or plotted values during a sweep when

appropriate.

The DCX-127 Multifunction Module is a separate unit packaged in

a one-rack-unit high case that may be rack-mounted or used as a

bench instrument.

The following sections describe the capabilities in greater detail.

Complete specifications can be found at the end of this manual.

DC Voltage Measurements

The DCX-127 includes a 4-1/2 digit autoranging dc voltmeter-

ohmmeter. In voltage mode, the meter will automatically select among

its 200 mV, 2 V, 20 V, 200 V, or 500 V ranges for best resolution of the

measured signal. It may also be fixed on any of its ranges. The meter

has selectable reading rates of 6 or 25 readings per second. The

6/second selection provides full 4-1/2 digital resolution (20,000 counts

full scale). The 25/second selection also displays 4-1/2 digits, but the

last digit will always be either 0 or 5. Normal mode rejection and

common mode rejection also degrade by approximately a factor of

DC Voltage Measurements Description



four when the 25/second reading rate is selected. Resolution versus

range and reading rate are shown in Table 1.

Resistance Measurements

The resistance mode operates by forcing a calibrated value of

current through the unknown resistance and measuring the consequent

voltage drop. The ohmmeter is autoranging and will select either the

200 �, 2 k�, 20 k�, 200 k�, or 2 M� range depending on the value

of the unknown resistance being measured. It may also be fixed on any

range. Reading rates of 6 readings per second or 25 readings per

second may be selected. Software features also permit displaying a

computed value which is a function of resistance, using user-entered

values of offset and scale parameters. The DCX-127 input

configuration permits making these resistance measurements on either

a 2-wire or 4-wire basis.

Description Resistance Measurements

Range
Resolution

6/s Rate
Resolution
25/s Rate

200 mV 10 uV 50 uV

2 V 100 uV 500 uV

20 V 1 mV 5 mV

200 V 10 mV 50muV

500 V 100 mV 500 mV

Table 1. Reading rate for various ranges



Two-wire connection

If only one pair of test leads is used, connected from the (+) and (-)

terminals of the DCX-127 to the unknown resistance, a 2-wire

measurement results. Current from the internal current source flows

through an internal resistor, through the test leads and resistance being

measured, and through another internal resistor back to the current

source. The two internal resistors are indicated schematically on the

front panel of the DCX-127. Voltage drop across these internal

resistors, produced by this current, is internally measured at the (+)

and (-) terminals. The resistance of the two test leads is thus included in

the measurement. For moderate and high values of unknown

resistance, the additional error introduced by resistance of the test leads

is usually negligible.

Resistance Measurements Description
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Four-wire (Kelvin) connection

For the highest accuracy when measuring low values of resistance,

we recommend a 4-wire measurement (Kelvin lead connection). For

this measurement, connect one pair of test leads from the two current

source connectors (marked SOURCE) to the unknown resistance.

Connected a second pair of test leads from the voltmeter input

terminals (+ and - jacks) to the unknown. Now current from the

current source does not flow through the voltmeter leads, so the

resistance of the test leads is not included in the measurement.

The resolution of the reading varies with the range and with the

reading rate as shown in Table 1 on page 3.

DC Voltage Outputs

Two independent dc voltage outputs are available at the DCX-127

front panel. Each output may be set with 20 microvolt resolution

(approximately 20 bits equivalent) to any voltage in the ±10.5000 volt

range.

Description DC Voltage Outputs
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Example applications of the dc outputs include sweep control of the

gain, offset, or both ports of voltage-controlled amplifiers (VCAs) while

measuring their gain, distortion, or noise and plotting those values

versus control voltage. The dc output can also be used to control the

position of a dc-controlled turntable while measuring polar response

patterns of a loudspeaker or microphone. Manually operated test

equipment with a dc control port (such as the VCF input of a function

generator) may be controlled by the dc outputs. Tape machines with

dc-controllable bias oscillators may be connected, enabling MOL, SOL,

sensitivity, and other data to be taken automatically.

The dc outputs may be floated up to 2 volts away from ground.

See Figure 3 for the equivalent output circuit of both dc outputs.

Maximum current sourced from each is 20 milliamperes. The

maximum current that the DC outputs can sink is 10 milliamperes.

Digital Input

A common application of the digital input is in static (DC) linearity

testing of A/D converters. The digital input may also be used to

interface readings from a BCD-display instrument such as a

capacitance meter to the audio test system.

Digital Input Description
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A parallel digital word of up to 21 bits plus sign bit, at

LSTTL-compatible levels, may be connected to the digital input

connector on the front panel of the DCX-127. The value of this word

may be displayed in decimal or hexadecimal representations. A

user-entered scale factor may be entered and a function of actual input

displayed, multiplied by the scale factor. The digital word presented to

the connector may be in either two’s complement (binary plus a sign

bit) or 8-4-2-1 binary coded decimal (BCD) format. The word at the

connector may either be asynchronously sampled at any of four

different selectable reading rates or, in external mode, displayed each

time a “data good” or “conversion completed” pulse is presented at

pin 25. The maximum sampling rate depends largely on computer

speed.

Digital Output

An LSTTL-compatible parallel digital output word of up to 21 bits

plus a sign bit may be created at the digital output connector. The

value of the word may be entered into the software in either decimal or

hexadecimal representations or scaled decimal. The format of the word

(bit-to-pin relationship) may be selected as two’s complement or

8-4-2-1 binary coded decimal (BCD). The strobe line (pin 25) will be

pulsed low each time a new value is entered into the software panel or

stepped to during a sweep.

A typical application of digital output is in static (dc) linearity testing

of digital-to-analog converters. The digital output word drives the

converter; the analog output of the converter is measured with the

DCX-127 DVM. For high-resolution converters at output voltages more

than ±200 mV away from zero, it will be desirable to use one of the

DCX-127 dc outputs in conjunction with the DVM input in differential

voltmeter fashion so that the DVM can be set on its highest resolution

range. Another application of the digital output is control of

digitally-controllable turntables during polar response testing of

microphones and loudspeakers. Still another application is in testing

multiplying digital-to-analog converters (MDACs) used as variable

resistors, attenuators, or in other audio applications. Each bit output

has a five-milliampere current drive capability and 390 ohms output

impedance.

Description Digital Output



Program Control Outputs

The Program Control Output connector provides six pulse or gate

signals controlled by various actions of APWIN software. The pin

assignments are shown in the Table above. All lines are LSTTL

compatible.

The Reset output, pin 2, pulses high when the DCX-127 power is

turned on and whenever a Util Restore menu command is executed.

The Reset output would typically be used to normalize the condition of

external logic devices connected to a System One or System Two test

station at power up. It may also be invoked in a procedure by inserting

a Util Restore command into the procedure.

The Data Acquired output, pin 3, pulses high each time that a set

of data satisfies the settling algorithm. See the Sweep Settling section

for full details on the settling algorithm. This signal could be used, for

example, to cause a compact disc player to automatically advance to

the next track whenever a successful set of measurements is completed

on the preceding track. This is useful during an external frequency or

external amplitude test across a series of tracks of a test disc.

The Trigger output, pin 4, pulses high at the end of each delay

portion of the settling process. In a generator-based sweep, settling

delay is the time after the generator steps to a new value but before the

software starts examining data samples to see if they are settled. This

signal could be viewed on a dual-trace oscilloscope along with the

signal being measured, to verify that the delay has been optimally set

to discard “left over” data from the previous generator step. This is

useful when measuring systems such as 3-head tape recorders or

satellite paths, which have significant time delays.

The Trigger output of the DCX-127 could also be connected to the

trigger/gate input of the generator when the BUR-GEN module is

present. This will synchronize tone bursts in the sine trig mode with the

system’s readiness to make a measurement. The Trigger output could

also be used to strobe an external device being tested, such as an

analog-to-digital converter. This will help insure that the source is stable

before the conversion takes place.

The Sweep Gate output, pin 6, drops low at the beginning of a

sweep test and goes high at the completion of a test. In a nested sweep,

Digital Output Description



it will go high momentarily at the end of each Source-1 sweep and

drop low again for the next Source-1 sweep after the Source-2

parameter is incremented. One example application of the Sweep Gate

output is in testing of the attack characteristics of compressors, limiters,

and similar audio processors. With the Sweep Gate connected to the

trigger/gate input of the generator when the BUR-GEN module is

present and the Burst-gated mode is selected, time zero on a time

sweep graph and the start of the signal will be synchronized.

The Channel A/B output, pin 7, goes low whenever analog

analyzer input channel A is selected and high whenever input channel

B is selected. The level at this pin thus indicates which channel is being

measured during a stereo sweep.

The Delay Gate output, pin 1, is similar to the Sweep Gate signal

but with the addition of a user-settable delay time between the actual

beginning of a sweep test and the leading edge of the gate output

signal. This delay time is entered at the bottom of the DCX software

panel, in the Gate Delay field.

An example application is power amplifier turn-on and turn-off

transient (“thump”) testing. The amplifier power could be turned on by

the sweep gate and off by the delayed gate. The output of the amplifier

may be measured during a time sweep. To allow correct capture of

transients, the Level meter should be used along with a fixed input

range.

Another example application is to start a tape machine or turntable

for run-up time testing. The basic measurement technique is to perform

a time sweep while measuring frequency from a pre-recorded tape or

disc. Use of the Delayed Sweep Gate to start the recorder or turntable

permits the instrument to draw the graph when ( is pressed, start the

time sweep, and then start the machine at a predetermined time into

the sweep when the software is ready to take continuous, rapid

measurements.

Description Digital Output



Auxiliary Output Ports

Three rear-panel 9-pin connectors are provided on the DCX-127

for digital control of external devices. These output ports are intended

for direct interface to LSTTL circuitry, or via LSTTL-compatible drivers

to relays. Control of power, lights, and annunciators are among the

possible applications. The pin connections of these ports are shown

below. The current drive capability of each bit line is five milliamperes;

the output impedance is 390 �.

A fourth auxiliary output, J141, is similar to Ports A, B, and C, but

has a 15-pin connector that also includes +5 V, +15 V, and -15 V

power supplies.

Auxiliary Output Ports Description



Specifications

DC VOLTS MEASUREMENT RELATED

Accuracy1 6 rdg/sec 25 rdg/sec

200 mV range 0.05% + 0.03 mV 0.05% + 0.1 mV

2 V range 0.05% + 0.1 mV 0.05% + 1 mV

20 V range 0.05% + 1 mV 0.05% + 10 mV

200 V range 0.05% + 10 mV 0.05% + 100 mV

500 V range 0.05% + 100 mV 0.05% + 1 V

Resolution

200 mV--200 V ranges 0.005% of range 0.025% of range

500 V range 100 mV 500 mV

Input Resistance 10 MW , ± 1% (all ranges)

Common Mode
Rejection

>120 dB, at dc and 50 Hz to 20 kHz

Common Mode Range 500 Vpeak

Normal Mode Rejection >60 dB, 50 Hz to 60 HZ

1 Valid from + 15°C to +30°C, <80% RH, for 1 year. Derate linearly to

2 times indicated values at + 5°C and +40°C.

1 Valid from + 15°C to +30°C, <80% RH, for 1 year. Derate linearly to

2 times indicated values at + 5°C and +40°C.



Specifications

OHMS MEASUREMENT RELATED

Accuracy
1, 2 6 rdg/sec 25 rdg/sec

200� range 0.05% + 0.04 � 0.05% + 0.1 �

2 k� range 0.05% + 0.2 � 0.05% + 1 �

20 k� range 0.05% + 1 � 0.05% + 10 �

200 k� range 0.05% + 10 � 0.05% + 100 �

2 M� range3 0.15% + 100 � 0.15% + 1 k�

Resolution 0.005% of range 0.025% of range

Open Circuit Voltage <6 Vdc

DC OUTPUT RELATED

Range ± 10.500 V (bipolar output)

Resolution 20 µV (20 bits equivalent)

Accuracy
1, 4 ±(0.05% + 0.2 mV), absolute

±40 µV, relative to best fit line

Maximum Output Current 20 mA source; 10 mA sink

Residual Noise < 10 µV rms,10 Hz to 80 kHz bw

Output Floating Characteristics

Electronically balanced to allow low
output (-) terminal to float up to
2 Vpk. Common mode rejection is
typically >54 dB (500:1).

2 With both 2-wire or 4-wire configurations. When using 4-wire configuration,

lead resistance must be � 1.5 �.

3 Full scale on the 2 M� range is 2.50 M�.

4 Load current must be � 1 mA for specified accuracy. Output resistance is

typically <0.1 �.

2 With both 2-wire or 4-wire configurations. When using 4-wire configuration,

lead resistance must be � 1.5 �.

3 Full scale on the 2 M� range is 2.50 M�.

4 Load current must be � 1 mA for specified accuracy. Output resistance is

typically <0.1 �.



Specifications

PROGRAM CONTROL INPUT/OUTPUT

Input Configuration
8-bit parallel input. Input bits are software definable
to execute any valid keystroke sequence. An 8-byte
FIFO buffer allows asynchronous inputs.

Output Configuration

Pin 1
Delayed Gate. High-low transition occurs 50 ms to
12.75 s (in 50-ms steps) after sweep start.

Pin 2
Reset pulse, high during UTILITY RESTORE
command or following power cycling to the
DCX-127.

Pin 3 2 ms pulse when data is settled

Pin 4 2 ms pulse at end of settling delay

Pin 6 Sweep Gate, low during sweeps

Pin 7 A/B Gate; high when LVF is measuring channel A

Connectors 9-pin D-subminiature

DIGITAL INPUT/OUTPUT RELATED

Configuration
22-bit (21 bits data + sign) words, plus data
valid/new data strobes. 25-pin D-subminiature
connectors.

Maximum data rate
Approximately 8 msec/transfer, limited by computer
speed

AUXILIARY OUTPUT PORTS

Configuration
Three independent 8-bit parallel output ports. 9-pin
female D subminiature connectors



Specifications

MISCELLANEOUS

All digital input/output is LSTTL/CMOS compatible. Outputs in series with
390 � resistors. Input resistance typically 100 k�. Maximum rated input
0 – 5V. Output drive +5mA/bit maximum.

Dimensions 17 in. Wide, 1.75 in. High, 10.5 in. deep

Operating
temperature

+ 5°C to +40°C, <80% relative humidity

Power requirements
100/120/220/240 Vac + 5/-10%); 48-63 Hz; 20 VA
maximum


